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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Middle Front-end developer, 80000 грн. + %
 

Київ,  14
лютого
 

Компанія: RI Software  (https://jobs.ua/company/id/1632857) (Всі
вакансії)

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: не має значення
Досвід роботи: від двох років
Графік роботи: віддалена робота
Опис
вакансії
 

Job Title: Mid-level Front-end Software Developer

Company: RI Software

Location: Remote

Compensation:

As a Mid-level Front-end Software Developer at RI Software Company, you will have the opportunity to join our unique partnership
model. We do not offer a traditional salary; instead, we provide an exclusive chance for partnership and profit sharing. You can
become a co-owner of our company and benefit from its growth and success. Further details regarding the partnership structure and
profit-sharing will be discussed during the interview process.

About the Company:

RI Software is an innovative software development company at the forefront of industry transformation. We specialize in developing
cutting-edge web applications that are revolutionizing how businesses operate. Our ecosystem includes dynamic web services, such
as a retail marketplace, a wholesale marketplace, a business management service, and a job offering service. We are dedicated to
empowering businesses by streamlining operations and enabling seamless data sharing across our services.

Job Description:

We are actively seeking a talented and experienced Mid-level Front-end Software Developer to join our remote team. As a mid-level
developer, you will be responsible for designing, developing, and maintaining the front-end components of our applications.
Collaboration with our backend developers is crucial to ensuring smooth integration and optimal performance. Your role will be
instrumental in shaping the future of our company and contributing to the success of our groundbreaking system.

Responsibilities:

- Design, develop, and maintain robust and scalable front-end applications using relevant programming languages and frameworks.

- Work closely with backend developers to seamlessly integrate user-facing elements with server-side logic.

- Implement and manage APIs to facilitate seamless data communication between various services.

- Collaborate with the team to analyze project requirements, propose technical solutions, and provide accurate development
estimates.

- Conduct comprehensive testing and debugging to identify and resolve issues, ensuring the delivery of high-quality products.

- Stay abreast of industry trends and best practices, continuously enhancing your front-end development skills and knowledge.

Qualifications:

- Demonstrated experience as a Mid-level Front-end Software Developer.

https://jobs.ua/company/id/1632857
https://jobs.ua/company/id/1632857#all_company_vacancys
https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


- Proficiency in front-end programming languages (e.g., React, TypeScript, Redux) and related frameworks.

- Familiarity with security best practices and a track record of implementing security measures in front-end applications.

- Strong problem-solving skills and the ability to work both independently and collaboratively within a remote team environment.

- Excellent communication skills, with the ability to effectively convey complex technical concepts.

How to Apply:

We invite interested candidates to submit their resumes, portfolios, and any relevant work samples through the following link:

forms.gle/zU4Qr484HnHNZB6P8
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